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8° or 10° is a tremendous help in the tropics. Even 2,500 feet is
enough to produce a wonderful improvement, and 5,000 feet of altitude
at the equator makes a most delightful climate, in spite of the monotony.
Hence the coffee-raising plateau of southern Brazil, 2,000-3,000 feet high,
is a vastly better place than the Amazon Lowlands. High Kenya and
Uganda are similarly far ahead of the coasts of equatorial Africa.
Because of the coolness of tropical highlands the north-and-south rail-
road in South America as well as in Africa has begun to be built amidst
the difficulties of the plateau rather than in the eastern lowlands.
Bogota, Quito, Arequipa, and La Paz at elevations of 8,000 to 12,000
feet are healthful and progressive places in comparison with the hot,
steaming jungles of the parts of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia
at the eastern base of the Andes.
The Great Importance of Slope
(1) Location of Population. Human activities are influenced vasdy
more by the slopes of mountainous and rugged regions than by their
altitude. The reason, of course, is that slopes too steep for the best use
are very widely distributed. The effect of slope is clearly seen in the
distribution of the population among mountains as compared with plains.
In A210 notice how irregularly the people of Switzerland are scattered.
There is a great concentration in the northern lowland, where most of
the people live, while among the mountains the inhabitants are dis-
tributed here and there without apparent order, but really along the
main valleys. This is partly because the higher parts of Switzerland
are too cold for agriculture, but the steepness of the slopes has a great
deal to do with it. Contrast A210 with B210, a similar map of the plain
of Iowa. The people are distributed so evenly that 71 out of 99 counties
have between 24 and 40 people per square mile. About 60 per cent
of the townships, each of which contains 36 square miles, have between
500 and 1,000 inhabitants. A few cities have grown up, but they are
quite evenly spaced throughout the state and not concentrated in one
section, as in Switzerland. The reason is obvious: In Switzerland
people cannot live in any large numbers in the rugged portions and
must concentrate in the valleys; in Iowa the plain is so uniform that
people can live almost anywhere.
Mountains and plains show a strong contrast in the density as well
as in the distribution of their population. This is due to the combined
effects of slope and climate. In California a beautiful region called Alpine
County lies 80 miles east of Sacramento County, which is only a little
larger and much less beautiful. Here are the populations of the two in
successive census years.

